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Chapter· 3 

RABINDRANATH TAGORE 

"The road over which we journey, the wayside shelter in 

which we pause, are not pictures while yet we travel -

they are too necessary, too obvious. When, however, before 

turning into the evening resthouse, we look back upon the 

cities, fields, rivers and hills which we have been through 

in life's morning, then, in the light of the passing day, are 

they pictures indeed. Thus, when my opportunity came, 

did I look back, and was engrossed. "1 

"It seemed as if into this mysterious region the laws of the 

universe had not found entrance; as if some old-world 

dreamland had escaped the divine vigilance and lingered 

on into the light of modern day. Whom I used to see there, 

and what those beings did, it is not possible to express in 

intelligible langnage."' 

"It was a period to which, if error was natural, so was the 

boyish faculty of hoping, believing and rejoicing. "3 

One of the women poets of the Victorian Era, A,lice Meynell (1850-1992) 

writes in her book Children that "Great boys" are those poets, painters and sculpters 
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who have been able to restore the thrill of childhood into their creations. Tagore 

should be included in the list of the "Great boys". In 1899, having been fully 

interested in the book Children by Alice Meynell, Tagore wrote a letter to Priyanath 

Sen to purchase the same. It is to be mentioned that Tagore's Shishu (1903) had 

not yet been published. After a few years he started writing for children. In the 

same year, 1899, Khukumonir Chhada by Jogindranath Sarkar was published 

with blessings from Tagore. Stories and poems for children were initiated by 

Tagore and other members of the Tagore family and the Brarnha-family long 

before such publications. 

Before Tagore became a maestro of juvenile literatnre, he was quite familiar 

with the juvenile writings of Abdul Karim Sahittya Visharad, Basanta Ranjan 

Roy, Rarnendrasundar Trivedi, Kiranbala Devi, Dinesh Chandra Sen etc. In this 

formative period, such writers gave Tagore a tremendous boost. And Tagore's 

poems for children "Bristi Pade Tapur Tupur", "Saat Bhai Champa", were published 

in "Bharati" and "Balak" (Baishakh, 'Ashad' B.S. 1292). Fables were also 

published. Further attention of the readers was drawn to the literary value of 

girlish rhymes and fairy tales by those two poems (entitled "Bristi Pade Tapur 

Tapur" and "Saat Bhai Champa") composed by Rabindranath Tagore. Later, these 

were included in Shishu. On the other side, Shibnath Shastri started reconstructing 

the fairy tales of the country and their foreign counterparts. "Tak Dooma Doom" 

and "Saat Bhai Champa" - the two dramatised fairy tales by Gyanadanandini 

Devi were published in "Balak". Being requested by Tagore, Avanindranath found 

his metier in Khirer Putul (The Condensed-Milk Doll, 1896) and Shakuntala 
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(1895). Subsequently Bangalar Brata (1909),Rajkabini (The Royal Tales, 1909), 

Bhoot Patreer Desh (The Land of Ghosts, 1915), Budo Angala (Mr. He-Thumb, 

1920) etc. were published following the inspiration of the same. In between 

were published Galpasalpa (Stories a few, 1889), later counterpart Bangya 

Upakatha in the magazine 'Arunadaya' by Swarna Kumari Devi. Hansi o Khela 

(Play and Laughter, 1891) by Jogindranath Sarkar appeared previously. All these 

works had experienced either direct or indirect influence of Tagore. 

Tagore's Shishu grew amidst this atmosphere. In this connection, references 

should be made to other poems which Tagore composed especially for "Bharati" 

and "Balak". Besides the poetic form of four fairy-tales included in Sonar Taree 

(The Golden Boat, 1894), "Bimbabati", "Rajar Chhele o Rajar Meye", "Nidrita" 

and "Suptotthita", were introduced by him ahnost simultanously for the magazine 

"Sadhana". "Bimbabati'', "Hing Ting Chhat" ("The Meaningless"), "Paraspather" 

("The Touchstone"), "Dui Pakhi" ("The Two Birds"), "Akasher Chand" ("The Moon 

in the Sky")- all these are metaphorical stories. Apart from the significance of 

such stories both socially or philosophically, they, on the other hand, stir the 

imagination of the, child folk memories. In framing this juvenile literature, Tagore 

drew much from his own childhood love and its yearning for affection. From 

Chbabi 0 Gaan (Pictures and Songs, 1884) onwards until hisChhada(The Rhymes, 

1941 ), we observe how Tagore had translated his own childhood with great gusto 

into his works. And quite untiringly he went on writing about them. What is to 

be remembered in this connection is Tagore's affiliation to a kind of juvenile 

literature similar to that of William Blake who countered to the garrulous 
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neoclassical tradition of pomp and grandeur by dint of knowledge and infant 

vision in the world of feeling and emotion. At the outset of the Romantic movement 

in England and Germany, attenpts were made to introduce the simplest directness 

by way of releasing folk literature, or introducing the essence of fairy tales, 

forwarded by Goethe, Schiller, Heine, Wordsworth, Coleridge including the later 

Pre-Raphaelite poets. Tagore's juvenile literature followed the tradition initiated 

by the romantic poets in England and Germany. 

The child-like vision ofthe romantics found its distinct expression in Tagore. 

Chhabi o Gaan (pictures and Songs, 1884) had introduced him with the domain 

of poems composed for and about children. This was for the first time that Tag ore 

had become familiar with juvenile poems. He opined, 

And again, 

"Pictures and Songs seized every opportunity of giving 

value to these by colouring them with feelings straight from 

the heart. Or, rather, that was not it. When the string of the 

mind is properly attuned to the universe then at each point 

·the universal song can awaken its sympathetic vibrations. 

It was because of this music roused within that nothing 

then felt trivial to the writer. Whatever my eyes fell upon 

found a response within me. "4 

"Like children who can play with sand on stones or shells · 

or whatever they can yet (for the spirit of play is within 

them), so also we, when filled with the song of youth, 
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become aware that the harp of the universe has its variously 

tuned strings everywhere stretched, and the nearest may 

serve as well as any other for our accompaniment, there is 

no need to seek afar. "5 

The reason behind a child's mode of expression is obscure. It could not be 

possible for the adult ones to realise why does it laugh, cry and rejoice. The 

poem "Khela" ("The Play") reveals the meaningless expression ofideas of a child: 

" ... why do they laugh at random, 

Why do they behave in such a way, 

Why do they jostle, 

Why do they run aimlessly, 

Why do they enjoy affection full to the brim? 

Someone rolls on grasses, 

Someone dances here and there, 

And scatter golden laughter in the golden evening sky."' 

When these children go to sleep, their enthusiasic vigour, merriment, naughtiness 

etc. come to a close. The poet visualises it in "Ghooni" ("The Sleep") : 

"The children have fallen asleep, 

Forgetting all their sport. 

The night-breeze blows slowly on the open window, 

And makes eyes sleepy, 

Toys lie at the foot of the bed, 

They have fallen asleep while playing."' 
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Children are, to a greater extent, sentimental as well emotional and they behave 

so in response to petty affair. Tagore has observed it from a close distance : 

"She is my sentimental daughter 

Don't tell her anything. 

She has come closer to me, 

She has loved me, 

Don't tell her anything. 

Behold her standing there 

Spreading her unruly locks, 

her eyelids, having no moments, 

are ftlled with tears."' 

Besides, "Ekakinee" ("The Solitary Lass"), "Matal'' ('The Drunk"), "Smriti-Pratima" 

("The Icon of Remembrance") etc. have proved Tagore's close association with 

childhood. In this way Chhabi 5 Gaan (Pictures and Songs) paved the path of 

Kadi 5 Kamal CShru:ps and Flats, 1886). 

While writing the comment on Chhabi 5 Gaan (Pictures and Songs), Tagoer 

said; 

"Chhabi il Gaan (Pictures and Songs) has unlocked the 

preface to Kadi il Kamal (Shru:ps and Flats, 1886)."' 

What strikes the readers is the variety of themes and moods of the poems for 

children published in Kadi il Kamal (Shru:ps and Flars). Indeed children have 

been given a significant place in this volume. In one of his poems "Kangalinee" 

("The Destitute Girl"), Tagore even sheds tears for a destitute girl whom he 
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sympathises with. She was deprived of her daily necessities. There were pomp 

and splendour everywhere during the festival of goddess Durga but the destitute 

girl could not enjoy. She was ill-clad, ill fed. Festival of autumn would be 

meaningless if the girl stood before the image pale and hungry : 

"At the coming of the eternal joyful mother, 

merriment has swept over the country. 

Behold, standing at the rich-thresholds 

the destitute girl 

She heard the festive mirth and merriment 

in the moi:ning, 

leaving behind her woeful home 

and coming out today 

she has come to the rich-thresholds 

to enjoy the merriment."10 

The poet's loneliness in his infancy finds expression in "Khela" ("The Play") : 

"Besides the road under a banyan tree 

the girl plays; 

she remains there at her will 

all day long. "11 

Now comes the poet's successful attempt to show children's peculiar attraction 

for the animals : 

"She wishes to take the squirrel 

in her lap, 



and she will offer food to its mouth 

breaking it into small particles. 

She will be sweetly calling it by its names 

keeping it closely to her cheeks, 

and feeling its wrapped stature on her breast."" 
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In another poem "Pashani Ma" ("The Stone-hearted Mother"), Tagore was rather 

indignant of the attitude of mother. He felt for the men who were deprived of 

mother's affection: 

"Is this a mother's soul, 

Is this her affection?"" 

"Bristi Pade Tapur Tupur" ("Rain Drops in Pattering Noise") was "Shaishaber 

Meghdoot"" (''The Cloud-messenger oflnfancy") to the poet. But it was published 

later along with "Saat Bhai Champa" ("Seven Champa Brothers"), "Purono Bat" 

("The Old Banyan Tree") etc. in Shishu (1903) by changing or unchanging their 

names. [They will be discussed in the part entitled Shishu (1903).] 

A few poems in Sonar Taree (The Golden Boat, 1894) could be placed in the 

genre of fairy tales which would easily give satisfaction to children. They include 

"Bimbabati" ("The Queen Bimbabati"), "Rajar Chhele o Rajar Meye" ("The Prince 

and the Princess"), "Nidrita" ("The Sleeping"), "Suptotthita" ("The Awakened") 

etc. The poems evoke wonderful sensation and a mixed feeling of aspirations, 

joy, desire and pathos being saturated with popular forms of rhymes and folk

tales. Tagore's appreciable attempts to visualize his own childhood in the land of 

fairy-tales are notiCed from a closer distance. Children should be enticed with 

the jealous activities of the queen Bimbabati (" ... Then unwrapping she slowly . 
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took out I the golden magic-mirror. I Chanting mantras she asked it - tell me 

truly I who is the loveliest ort this earth."") which have close proximity with 

"Snow-Drop"1' in Grimms' Faity Tales (1823) by Brothers Grimm. Children let 

loose their fancy and imagination when they will read out "Rajar Chhele o Rajar 

Meye" ("The Prince and the Princess") : 

"The Prince used to go to the pathshala, 

the Princess did the same. 

They met on the way everyday, 

who knows their never ending story. "17 

In "Nidrita" ("The Sleeping") a child fancies : 

"I am, the Prince, have visited from land to land 

across seven oceans and thirteen rivers. 

I have visited every sweetest faces everywhere 

leaving behind none of them unvisited. "18 

And again in "Suptotthita" ("The Awakened") : 

"Everyone arose in the land of slumber, 

and started the noise. 

Birds awoke in the branches 

on the flowers bees."19 

-the golden and silver sticks in the land of the princess of dreams beckon a 

child. 

The poems in the Sonar Taree period bear testimony to the fact that they are 
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vibrant with the merriment of children who belong to this earth. At least three 

remarkable poems of this period present the integrated duty of both mother and 

child. "Jete Nahi Dibo" ("I will not let you go")" is the best one in this regard 

where the poet has heard like a child the innocent message of the world in the 

voice of his own daughter. In this poem the anxious mother symbolizes wordly 

conscience. In "Sarnudrer Prati" ("To the Ocean"),. a mother lulls her baby into a 

sleep, and in "Basundhara" ("The Earth")'2 a child-mother nurses in her lap. This 

aura of childhood permeates the poems of Tagore. In this respect he has been 

associated with the ever-widened tradition of romantic childhood-concept of 

England and Europe in the eighteenth-nineteenth centuries. These information 

provide the background of Tagore's poems composed for and about children. 

Tagore has made use of the vast wealth of Indian history, myth and legend 

enshrined in the works like the Ramayana, the Mahabharata, the Buddhist myth, 

the Maratha history etc. in his innumerable poems, collected in Katha o Kahinee 

(Stories and Tales, 1900, a reprint in 1908). Tagore's imagination thus sometimes 

moved around the pages of history to discover in the heroes their valour and 

courage, human benevolence, sometimes hovered over the earth to find out the 

earthly reality, again roamed about the world of human emotions to drink deep 

the human warmth found in the affections of mothers and love of children. All 

these myriad experiences illumined the world of Tagore and gave him a richer 

vision of childhood. 

Almost all the poems in Katha (Stories) are historical The poems in Kahinee 

(Tales) are based on imagination. Children identify themselves with the heroes 
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of the poems included in Katha (Stories). The Maratha hero Shibaji's humble 

deference to his teacher in "Pratinidhi" ("The Representative")", Satyakarna's 

innocent confession to Lord Buddha in '13rarnhau" ("The Brahmin")", Sudas's 

simplicity in "Mulyaprapti" ("The Price Received")", the unforgettable heroes' 

dedication to honour, freedom and patriotism in "Bandee Beer" ('The Warrior 

Imprisoned")16, "Manee" ("The Honourable")27, "Prarthanateet Daan" ("The 

Beyond-Prayer Contribution")," "Nakal Gad" ("The Unreal Fort")", "Panraksha" 

("The Oath Kept")30 kindle the children's heart and conscience with inspiration, 

courage, love, honesty, gratitude, affection aud simplicity. Though the poems in 

Kahinee (fales) "Pnratan Bhrittya" ("The Old Servant")", "Dui BighaJarni" ("Two 

Bighas of Land")32, "Devatar Grash" ("The God's Fury")33, "Bisarjan" ("The 

Inunersion")34 are tuned with tragic notes, children will shed tears by going through 

"Devatar Grash" ("The God's Fury"). They will find their own selves in the 

character of Rakhal immersed in sea-water during a voyage. On the one hand, 

they feel the boy's yearning for the varied aspects of life, on the other, they 

realize his aunt's affection resembling that of their mothers. 

Hence, the culminating period with Shishu ( 1903, translated as The Crescent 

Moon by the author, 1913). Most of the poems in this collection were written at 

the footheels of Almora where the poet went alongwith his rickety 

daughter. His wife was no more. Despite this, aruidst the gloomy state of mind, 

the poet guided his mind to the children's world full of boundless imagination. In 

a letter he wrote : 

"The more I write, the more is increasing I the recognition 

of the stemming-child within me."" 
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He had travelled down to the days of his own childhood encircled by loneliness 

as recorded in his Jivansmriti (1912, English translation Reminiscences, 1917). 

How could Tag ore remain oblivious of his own childhood memories which used 

to flash across his mind off and on while recollecting them in tranquillity? 

"I wish I could take a quiet corner in the I heart of my 

baby's very own world."36 

Besides he explained the nature of children's world : 

"I wish I could travel by the road that crosses baby's mind, 

and out beyond all I bounds; I Where messengers run 

errands for no/ cause between the kingdoms of kings of no 

I history; I Where Reason makes kites of her laws I and 

flies them, and Truth sets Fact free I from its fetters. 1137 

The tinkling of a child's "nupura" (anklet bells) and its make-up are immensely 

enjoyed by the universe: 

"The wind carries away in glee the I tinkling of yonr anklet 

bells./ 

The sun smiles and watches your toilet. "38 

The demise of the poet's wife, the bewailing children, the illness of his daughter 

led him to. this innermost reality of the world of children. The children, who 

build sand-made houses on the sea-shore of eternal world, play with the oyster, 

sail the toy-boat in the fathomless blue sea, keep afloat carelessly a raft made 

of leaves by his own hand, have been playing continuously a stringed instrument 

of joy and woe. It is deeply realized that the remarkable poems in Shishu are not 
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infact written for children. They are, as it were, a kaliedoscope, through which is 

seen a mature vision of a man moving around the world of children while viewing 

the oneness in the infant soul that throbs with the pulsations of the outward life 

of the universe having cosmic images at its core. 

Like Wordsworth and Walter de Ia Mare, Tagore too found in children a 

mystic quality. He found in them beauty, innocence, humour, charity, and a kind 

of ancient wisdom. "Janmakatha" ("The Beginning") is one of the finest poems 

Tagore ever wrote. Here the baby asks its mother : 

" 'Where have I come from, where did you 

pick me up?' "39 

The mother answers as mothers in India have always answered to such questions: 

"She answered half-crying, half-laughing, 

and clasping the baby to her breast, -

'You were hidden in my heart as its 

desire. my darling.' "4
D 

The mother is the very picture of the blessed faminine, the symbol of the world 

creatrix: 

" 'For fear of losing you I hold you tight 

to my breast. What magic has snared the 

world's treasure in these slender arms of 

mine?' "41 
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The child's sympathies are wider than ours. It can identify itself with the puppy 

and the parrot and tell the mother that, if they are not ireated with affection, will 

run away into the woods : 

"If I were only a little puppy, not your 

baby, mother dear, would you say 'No' 

to me if! tried to eat from your dish? 

Would you drive me off, saying to me, 

'Get away, you naughty little puppy?' 

Then go, mother, go! I will never come 

to you when you call me, and never let 

you feed me any more. 1141 

Again and again Tagore ridicules or lashes the adult way of viewing the child's 

life and trying to control or stifle his free expression. The Bhagavata is full of 

examples of the boy Krishna exasperating his mother and all his elders. The 

predicament is indeed a perennial one. Tagore thus consoles the child in "Apajash" 

("Defamation") : 

"For every little trifle they blame you, 

my child. They are ready to find fault with for 

nothing. 

You tore your clothes while playing- is 

that why they call you untidy? 

0, fie! What would they call an autumn 

morning that smiles through its ragged 

clouds'1"43 
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In another poem "Biggyan" ("Superior"), Tagore makes a rather older child 

"impeach" a mere baby to their mother : 

"Mother, your baby is silly! She is so 

absurdly childish! 

She does not know the difference between 

the lights in the streets and the stars .... 

When I open a book before her and ask 

her to learn her a, b, c, she tears the leaves 

with her hands and roars for joy at nothing; 

this is your babts way of doing her lesson. "44 

"Sarnalochak" ("Authorship") is a piquant piece of fancy. The father, who is an 

'author' goes on scribbling (he is supposed to be writing 'books'). The child is, 

however, at a loss to know what it is all about : 

"What nice stories, mother, you can tell 

us! Why can't father write like that, I 

wonder? 

Did he never bear from his own mother 

stories of giants and fairies and princesses? 

Has he forgotten them all?"45 

Father mooning for hours in his study, wasting sheets and sheets of paper writing 

prosy incomprehensible stories, is a puzzle to the child and even a challenge to 

her view of priorities. 

Tagore has painted children as the heroes of fairy tales. Thus, in "Beerpurush" 



("The Hero"), a child's valour and undaunted courage are shown : 

And then, 

"Mother, let us imagine we are .travelling, 

and passing through a strange and dangerous country. 

You are riding in a palanquin and I am 

trotting by you on a red horse. "46 

" ... I spur my horse for a wild gallop, 

and my sword and buckler clash against each other. 

The fight becomes so fearful, mother, 

that it would give you a cold shudder 

could you see it from your palanquin. 

Many of them fly, and a great number 

are cut to pieces."47 
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Tagore reveals the child's capacity for imaginative identification with a variety 

of persons. Hence the child's extraordinary gift for generous understanding and 

ready forgiving : 

"When the gong sounds ten in the morning 

and I walk to school by our lane, 

Every day I meet the hawker crying, 

'Bangles, crystal bangles!' 

There is nothing to hurry him on, there 

is no road he must take, no place he must 

go to, no time when he must come home. 
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I wish I were a hawker, spending my 

day in the road, crying, 'Bangles, crystal bangles!' "48 

The same yearning ofchildren is to be noted in "Majhi" ("The Further Bank") : 

"When the sun climbs the mid sky and 

morning wears on to noon, I shall come 

running to you, saying, 'Mother, I am 

hungry!' 

When .the day is done and the shadows 

cover under the trees, I shall come back 

in the dusk. 

I shall never go away from you in.to the 

.town to work like father. 

Mother, if you don't mind, I should 

like to become the boatman of the ferryboat 

When I am grown up. "49 

Fancy and fantasy mingle, humour shades off into mysticism, and a revelation 

comes through tears and laughter, defeat and triumph. In "Rajar Badi" 

("Fairyland"), "Lukochuri" ("The Champa Flower") and "Chhutir Diney" ("The 

Land of the Exile"), imagination reigns sUpreme and fantasy crosses the border

line of reality. In "Rajar Badi" ("Fairyland") : 

"If people came to know where my king's I palace is, it 

would vanish into the air. I The walls are of white silver 

and the I roof of shining gold. I ... But let me tell you, 
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mother, in a whisper, I where my king's palace is. I It is at 

the comer of our terrace where I the pot of the tulsi plant 

stands./ The princess lies sleeping on the far-/ away shore 

of the seven impossible seas. I There is none in the world 

who can find I her but myself. "50 

In "Lukochuri" ("The Champa Flower") the child fancies : 

"Supposing I become a champa flower, I just for fun, and 

grew on a branch high I up that tree, and shook in the wind 

with /laughter and danced upon the newly budded I leaves, 

would you know me, mother?/ You would call, 'Baby, 

where are you?' I and I should laugh to myself and keep I 

quite quiet. "51 

In "Chhutir Diney" ("The Land of the Exile") the child's imagination knows no 

bounds: 

"When I grow up and am big like my I father, I shall learn 

all that must be learnt./ But just for today, tell me, mother, 

I where the desert of Tepantar in the fairy I tale is?"" 

Tagore has shown that a child's mental upbringing cannot understand the 

barriers of this earthly life. Its mind always remains with the semi real, semi 

imaginary world. This concept is found in "Prashna" ("Twelve O'Clock"), 

"Byakool" ("The Wicked Postman"), "Baigyanik" ("The Flower-School"), 

"Jyotishsashtra" ("The Astronomer") etc. Child-like vision of the romantics is 

inherent in Tagore and thus in "Prashna" ("Twelve O'Clock") : 
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"Mother, I do want to leave off my lessons I now. I have 

been at my book all the I morning. "53 

or, in "Byakool" ("The Wicked Postman") : 

"Why do you sit there on the floor so quiet I and silent, tell 

me, mother dear? I The rain is coming in through the open 

I window, making you all wet, and you I don't mind it. 1154 

Sometimes a child's imagination gives birth to absurd yearnings. In 11Baigyanik" 

("The Flower-School"): 

"When storm clouds rumble in the sky I and June showers 

come downj The moist east wind comes marching I over 

the heath to blow its bagpipes among I the bamboos./ Then 

crowds of flowers come out of a I sUdden, from nobody 

knows where, and I dance upon the grass in wild glee. I 

Mother, I really think the flowers go to I school 

underground. "55 

or, in "Jyotishsashtra" ("The Astronomer,) : 

"I only said, 'When in the evening the I round-full moon 

gets entangled among the I branches of that Kadam tree, I 

couldn't somebody catch it?' I But dada laughed at me and 

said, 'Baby, you are the silliest child I have I ever known. 

The moon is ever so far from I us, how could anybody 

catch it?' "56 

- this note has been established. They are enjoyable for children as Tagore 
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insists a child on transforming the possible standing amidst the kingdom of 

impossible ones. 

The two poems "Bristi Pade Tapur Tupur" ("Rain Drops in Pattering Noise") 

and "Purono Bat" ("The Old Banyan Tree") are deeply reminiscent of Tagore's 

childhood and naturally they draw special attraction for children. "Saat Bhai 

Champa" ("Seven Champa Brothers") has another appeal to them. Torrential rain 

had an electrifying effect on young Tagore's mind. He used to let his imagination 

loose and tried to visualise the world where the Byangaroa and Byangami and 

the beautiful princess lived. The jingling sound of raindrops made him feel an 

enthralling joy during sleep at midnight: 

"I remember the flickering larop I in the corner of the room, 

I and black shadows fall on the wall opposite. I Water 

splashed down outside continuously-/hearing stories the 

naughty boy kept total mum. "57 

The enforced confmement within a room, with glimpses of nature outside, roused 

in young Tagore's mind a keen desire to have direct contact with nature : 

"0 you shaggy-headed banyan-tree standing I on the bank 

of the pond, have you I forgotten the little child, like the 

birds I that have nested in your branches and I left you? I 

Do you not remember how he sat at the window and 

wondered at the tangle of I your roots that plunged 

underground?"58 
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"Saat Bhai Champa" ("Seven Champa Brothers") leads a child to the land of fairy 

tales: 

"Seven Champas are the seven brothers I in the seven trees; 

I and the red-garment clad elder-sister Parool I is 

incomparable. "551 

Both "Bristi Pade TapurTupur" ("Rain Drops in Pattering Noise") and "Saat Bhai 

Champa" ("Seven Champa Brothers") have given a tremendous boost to Bengali 

juvenile poems. All these poems are indeed so enduring for the children. These 

are entertaining for the poet too who manifests his child-soul in these poems. 

In "Sab Peyechhir Desh" ("The Eldorado"), published in Kheya (The Ferry, 

1906), Tagore desires to reside in that precious land where simplicity, innocence, 

happiness, merriment dwell. The unfulfilled hopes and desires fmd satisfaction 

here. And therefore : 

"There are no crowded streets I or noisy markets here -I 

Oh poet, build up your hut in that place. I Wash yourself I 

and be unburdened -/ attune your lyre, I give up your 

findings./ Stretched your legs here I after all day long I in 

this eldorado I under star-studded sky."" 

In Chaitali (The Midsummer. 1912), the poet finds " ... not the stature but the 

agony of songs"" and sometims this agony is transformed into ecstasy. A little 

girl representing her mother and being engaged in washing utensils in "Didi" 
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("The Elder Sister")", another little girl's affection for her little brother in 

"Parichay" ("The Recognition")", a puppy's playfulness with its little nomad

mistress in "Sangee" ("The Companion")"- all these bring to the children an 

opportunity of enjoying themselves in the midst of their dreams. 

Palataka (The Runaway, 1918) is a collection of stories in verse where the 

poet Tagore has come down to this mundane world from its illusory counterpart. 

He has assimilated his child-like vision with the common senses of joy, woe and 

pangs of separation so that children take special interest in them. Children cannot 

forget the scribblings of Shaila, the uncared for fourth daughter of the poet's 

closed door neighbour, and its effect on him in "Chiradiner Daga" ("The Eternal 

Scar")", the tragic death of a little boy, named Biju in "Bhola" ("The Forgotten")", 

the boundless joy in long-drawn vacation in "Thakurdadar Chhuti" ("The Grandpa's 

Vacation")", the Weeping Barni at the sight of the putting out lamp in darkness 

in "Hariye Jaoa" ("Being Lost")151• 

Mter Tagore's return from America, (the paradise of material splendour), the 

poet developed a new insight to look into the world of children in Shishu Bholanath 

(The Child Bholanath, 1922). The following excerpt is his candid confession : 

" ... My mind was crying to play the last play once again in 

the world of the naked babes wherein lies no responsibility 

at all. And my gratitude rushed towards those who made 

me cry, and laugh and plundered my songs scattering 

everywhere. "6
!) 
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"Being free from the materialistic craze of America I started 

writing Shishu Bholanath.lust like a prisoner who, getting 

a little chance, comes by the sea to breathe in the fresh air. 

Whenever man is imprisoned completely behind the wall 

for sometime, he realises then the sole necessity of the 

vastness of the sky for his soul. Being imprisoned in the 

fort of adult-hood, I realised the truth that the play-ground 

of the child within the soul lies beyond time eternal. For 

this I delved deep into that playfulness in my imagination, 

swam over its waves in order to soothe my mind making 

pure and free at the same time. "70 

As a result, the poet retreats into his own childhood : 

"The life that is started with the days of childhood let it be 

ended with the same. "71 

In the introductory poem the poet has imagined the power that dominates 

nature as totally indifferent to gains. In its eagerness to satisfy its creative urge, it 

ruthlessly destroys all that is worn out and old to prepare nature for a rejuvenation. 

In Bengali literature or in the Hindu scriptures, Lord Shiva is an embodiment of 

both creation and destruction. The child is the same. He acts according to his 

whims. Sometimes he creates, sometimes destroys : 

"Let your creations I free continuously from destruction 

amidst destruction, I secure your playfulness breaking the 

shakles of toy."" 
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In the poem "Baul" ("The Bard"), the mind of the poet is led by the nomadic 

vagrant life of the bards or ballad singers to the distant land being lured by the 

fanciful freedom of childhood : 

"A long distant land I soothes the eyes of mine I 

whenever on the path I see thine. 1113 

In some of the poems, the depth of humanism is introduced by the fanciful juvenile 

heart. The pilgrim in search of the eternal vision of life expresses his own yearning 

for childhood, 

"You tell, the heaven is best I The light therein I paints the 

sky with various colours I All day long I the flowers are 

playing I on Paruldanga!l Let it be good as it wills I who 

will be taking them forcefully aunty? I As we remain with 

you I so we always do the same. "74 

This love for the earthly life of ours may not be enjoyable to children. This is 

nothing but the transformation of the intellectual concept of the adult poet into 

the philosophy of juvenile mind. 

This type of child in Tagore differs no more from the nomadic gesture within 

the mind. The nature of a child has got no responsibility, burden of regular duty 

at all. Father is a dutiful man, therefore, mother becomes his companion. The 

teacher spoils the total leisure of a holiday by offering heaps of tasks, therefore, 

he is intolerable in the eyes of a child. His sight shifts from the confined class 

room to the pedlar whose care-free travelling life is a matter of jealousy to him. 

In this connection 'Amal' in Dakghar (The Post Office) comes up before our 
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view. "Study Spoils Holiday"- this sense is heard again in Shishu like that of 

Shishu Bholanath. So, the child tells his mother that he does not feel to be one 

"Ambika Gosain" (The Bard, Ambika). Idiocy is suitable to him : 

"Holiday all day long 

Is enjoyable to them 

who are idiots 

They are all cowboys 

Grazing cattle all day long 

By the side of a river. "75 

The anti-pedantic children's mind never desires fame or affection. To them, 

mother's affection is the sufficient one. Just as ''Khokar Rajya11 in Shishu tells us 

the land of impossible eldorado, so does "Khela Bhola" ("The play-forgotten 

child")". The child longs for setting sail across the unknown island ofBangyama 

Bangyamee, the two birds of fairy tales accompanied by his mother. Taking her 

beside him he faces blatantly the combined trouble of awe and wonder on the 

road, the wild animals in the dense forest and finally heaves a sigh of relief after 

the awakening. Therefore, a child does not believe in fairy tales, he himself 

creates fairy tales. 

The child's rivalry with his father results from a complex mental make up. 

This kind of natural humorous rivalry originates from the child's self-centred 

mental make up. This mature mental upbringing of an adult as often manifested 

in a child is not something unusual rather quite natural. It is so when both nature 

and the fairy tales co-exist in a child's territory. His thrilling imaginary exploration, 
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his affection towards dumb, mute animals and birds, his closest relationship with 

the moon and the stars in the sky- all these elements keep house together in the 

collected volume of Shishu BhoJanath. 

In 11Bani-Binimay" ("Exchange of Words")77, the mother becomes as it were 

a sky while the child becomes a champa tree followed by a dance between the 

two. It is Tagore's forte that he has often observed the universe in the natural 

view of a child. Tagore's famous poem "Tal Gachh" ("The Palm Tree") should be 

remembered in this regard. It embodies in nutshell the whole philosophy of 

Shelley's Skylark.'" Therefore: 

"The palm tree, standing on a foot 

and crossing over the heads of other trees 

peeps at the sky. 

It yearns to pierce through the dark cloud 

and fly for ever; 

Where does it get its wings from?"79 

A lonely dreamy imaginative gentle little boy who has no congenial companies 

except his own thoughts in "Sangshayee" ("The Doubtful")80, "lchchhamatee" 

("The River Ichchhamatee")81, "Rajmistree" ("The Mason")8:z, "Bristi Roudra" 

("The Rain and the Sun")" and "SaatSamudraPade" ("Crossing the Seven Seas")", 

a harmonious blending of fairy tales and reality in "Raja o Ranee" ("The King 

and the Queen")85, ''Duoranee" ("The Queen Mbther")86 and "Ghoomer Tattya'' 

("The Theory of Sleep")87, peculiar psychology of children in "Putul Bhanga" 
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("The Breaking Dolls")" and "Dui Ami" ("The Dual Selves")"- all these are 

treated with artistry and dexterous craftsmanship in Shishu Bholanath. 

Lekhan (The Writin~s. 1927) is a collection of small pieces of poems, had its 

origin in China and Japan where Tagore was asked for· his writings on fans or 

pieces of silk. Here the readers will find some feeling of, for and about chiWren. 

Thus is visualised the ever changing moods of children : 

And again: 

"Spring, resembling a child, paints colourfully on the dust, In 

every moment rubs them out, forgets and departs at last. "90 

"Children are gathered together in the temple premises, I God 

forgets the worshippers and watches their playfulness keenly. "91 

In Parisesh (The End, 1932), the poem "Balak" ("The Little Boy") written by 

Tagore is deeply reminiscent of his childhood days. His loneliness and boredom, 

partially compensated by the scenic beauty, evidently made a deep impression 

on his mind. It recurs as the theme of this poem : 

"When I was a boy, in a corner of the garret 

at tranquil noon 

supporting my head on the door 

and sitting on a mat, 

I used to spend my days alone, -

I neither obeyed rules of study, nor played .... 



The hawker hawked from the other side of the lane

Who was flying kite from a distant roof. 
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Sometimes the grandfather clock stroke in an ancestral house .... 

Meaningless likings 

and pains were blended into dreams having no branches and roots. 

The companion of the unaccompanied 

seemed to me to make its blue space in the horizon. "111 

Punascha (Postscript. 1932) also contains a poem of the same title, "Balak" ("The 

Little Boy") : 

"I used to be confined to a room in 

a comer of our old house, 

leaving which was strictly prohibited. 

There the servant was engaged in dressing up 

betel leaves and rubbing his hands on the wall, 

singing in low voice the song composed by Madhukar. "" 

In-depth feelings, characterization and reality set up an additional attraction for 

children in "Chheleta" ("The Boy")" and "Shesh Chithi" ("The Last Letter")". In 

these poems Tagore has observed intensely both a child's agony of loneliness 

and his thirst for companionship with near and dear ones. 

This relevant context of creation has undoubtedly been a harmonious blending 

of mature intellect and imagination, but it is sufficiently enough to stir the 

imagination of both the child and the young. Besides it is to be observed that in 
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order to enjoy his own childhood, the childhood of man, the poet has entered the 

Kingdom of a child and for this the half of his total self belongs to the innocence 

of a child and the other half to his own self- observed in the eyes of an adult, in 

the words ofMeynell "Great Boy" or the innocence of a miniature adult. Therefore, 

this "Great Boy" Tagore could not forget his own childhood and the boy inside in 

the last phase of his life. So Chhelebela (Childhood, 1940) has been written after 

long interval of Jivansmriti (Reminiscences). 

The rhymes for children, written in the last phase of the poet's life, have 

apparently received the glow of mature, intellectual humour. Among these rhymes 

remain a few which create within themselves a peculiar intellectual strain resulting 

from the blending of both variation of rhythm and absurdity of imagination. This 

enjoyment of absurd humour found in the shortest rhymes of Khapchhada 

(Nonsence, 1937) is, undoubtedly, eternal. Both the peculiar irrelevant mental 

make-up-and absurd reason of the Kalna-resident five sisters of Khantoboori's 

great mother-in-law are enjoyable to all. Or in the same way are enjoyable the 

purest religious nature of "Bostombaba" (a Vaishnava Preacher)- the dogmatic, 

chicken roast being cooked by the Ganges water following the purest rules and 

regulations, the idea of taking beef resulting from a close glance at the roaming 

·cattle, selling tin-packed tablets made of leg-dust etc. 

Chharar Chhabi (The Pictorial Rhymes, 1937) has contained the impression 

of the reminiscences of the poet's childhood and youth. All these are character

sketches written in the language of poems and the lightning of memoirs on different 
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occasions. For example, irt the Story of the Old woman 11Pisni", the innocent agony 

of a hapless, solitary nostalgic old woman- a pilgrim towards death, may perhaps 

bring about pathos into the adult mind beyond juvenile realisation. 1!1 fact, despite 

the poems' easy appeal to children, the gloom of old age in them (the poems) 

remains beyond the juvenile imagination. Therefore, the poems for children of 

this period have got the inherent burden of life in spite of having their lightness 

from the conceptual point of view. 

This is no exaggeration to say that a twinkling stream of wit and humour runs 

smoothly through the pages ofPrahashinee (The Smiling One, 1939) and Chhada 

(The Rhymes, 1941) written by Tag ore in order to draw juvenile attention. While 

Prahashinee deals with different subjects surcharged with different light cadence 

Chhada has injected fresh blood of merriment and rejoice into the vein of children. 

They take their final resort to them. They even identify themselves with the!IL 

Wit appeals to the intellect but humour to the heart. The worldly meaningless 

and irrelevant objects find their fullest expression in humour. By introducing 

them, Tagore returns to his own childhood days being geared up to a higher level 

of fancy and imagination. 

Children have not only been the theme of Tagore's poems, they have come 

up in his novels, short stories and even dramas. The basic conception about the 

children in poems and other literary works remains the sam~. As in Rajarshee 

(The King in Recluse, 1887), the affection for children has compelled the King 

to get down from the throne and turned the pride of Raghupati to the dust. A 
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good number of stories are to be referred to, e.g.,-''Post Master'' ("The Postmaster"), 

"Ginnee" ("The House Wife"), "Ramkanaieer Nirbuddhita" ("Ramkanai's Idiocy"), 

"Khokababur Prattyavartan" ("The Return of Mr. He child"), "Jivita o Mrita" 

("The Alive and the Dead"), "Kabuliwala" ("The Man from Kabul"), "Chhuti" 

("The Holiday"), "Atithi" ("The Guest")-wherein widens deep innocent affection 

towards children or the youngsters. Or the solitary child becomes alone resulting 

from hapless pain, suffers amidst the imprisonment of life and at last mingles 

with this large universe liberating from the imprisonment. In the same way, the 

veil of the universal motherhood spreads over the stories named "Masterrnoshai" 

("The Honourable Teacher") and "Rashmonir Chhele" ("The son ofRashmoni"). 

In the story entitled "Thakurda" ("The Granpa"), a little girl, resembling a good 

mother, bears affectionately the glorious hollowness of Thakurda. On the other 

hand, parallelly are saturated with each other metaphor and fairy tales which 

finally transform "Ekti Ashade Galpa" ("An Absurd Story") into "Tasher Desh" 

("The Land of Cards"). The 'motif being touched by "Sonar Kathi" ("The Golden 

Wand") has been applied here. The same touch of fairy tales is seen in "Ekti 

Asharnbhab Galpa" (afterwards "Asharnbhab Katha", "Absurd Tales"), and "Ekti 

Khudra Puratan Galpa" ("A Little Old Story"). It is an ideal fable on metaphorical 

ideas. After long twentyfive years of this composition, the blending of metaphor 

and fairy tales is to be found in the age of Lipika. "Narner Khela" ("The Jugglery 

of Names") or "Rajpoottoor" ("The Prince") is categorically included in 

Galpaguchha (A Bunch of Stories). Besides are included parables like "Kartar 

Bhoot" ("The Ghost of the Master"), "Totakahini" ("Parrot's Tale") etc. Again, 

"Pata" ("The Canvas"), "Nutun Putul" ("The New Doll"), "Swarga Marta" ("The 
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Heaven and the Earth"), ''Pareer Parichay" ("The Recognition of a Fairy") are 

concemed with fairy tales, but as a whole, the deep rooted meaning being saturated 

with the gesture of words and the force of feeling has taken the shape of 

extraordinary poetic form. Such emotionally charged "poem in prose" are called 

"Senela" by Turgenev- the famous Soviet literateur. 

In the last phase of his life, Tagore gave a new opening to an absurd artistry, 

as in rhymes so in stories. Such stories provide unalloyed pleasures both to the 

young and elderly persons. Those bear evidence of the author's artistic dexterity 

having deep significance. Children of course are satisfied with the design only. 

Now turning to drama, we find the juvenile interests in the plays entitled, 

Mukut (The Crown), Hasshokautuk (The Humorous Plays, 1907) or Baikunther 

Khata (The Copy of Baikuntha, 1897), Sharodotsab (The Autumnal Festival, 

1908), Raja (The King, 1910), Dakghar (The Post Office, 1912), Achalayatan 

(The Static, 1912), Muktadhara (The Freely Flowing. Stream, 1922), Phalgooni 

(The Matter with the Spring, 1916), Raktakaravi (The Red Orleander, 1926). 

Among such plays, Tagore's The Post Office, the story of which hinges on a 

small boy Amal, is still today considered as Tagore's classic, manifesting the 

purest emotions of the world of 'Innocence'. Amal, an embodiment of innocence 

and pnrity reminds one of Blake's children in Songs of Innocence. 

Tagore kuew it quite well that the fountain of life splashes and foams in 

laughter and tears. He believed that the flute of the infinite is played without 
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ceasing, and its sound is love. This love has led Tagore to formulate his very 

concept of eternal children whom he has universalised in "Shishuteertha" ("The 

Pilgrimage of Children") : 

"A sun-ray of dawn has fallen slantly on the lower portion 

of the closed door. I The united mass, as if, feels in its 

pulse for the first time/ that divine message of creation, 

mother, open the door./ The door is opened. I Mother is 

sitting on the grassy bed, with a child in her lap, I resembling 

Venus in the lap of dawn. I The awaiting sun-ray at the 

comer of the door has flashed on the child's head. I The 

poet has started his own harpening, the sky has become 

musical: I Vict?ry to Man, the newborn, the ever-living."'' 
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